
pigallIONISATION 
 
You are about to enter a space where hardly any clubber has danced before: In 1996, James Dean 
Brown founded Narcotic Syntax, a band he re-boosted together with Yapacc in 2003 (releases on 
Perlon, WIR, Mothership). Incessantly feeding their hungry machines from an all-analog equipment 
array, the Narcoboys’ live sets are programmed improvisations from scratch – and super-rare 
events. Now it’s going to happen exclusively in Paris – followed by an extensive DJ set by James 
Dean Brown. 
 
James Dean Brown, Berlin resident, is deeply rooted in the adventuresome Perlon family and a DJ 
regular in the rotating line-up of their monthly, infamous "Get Perlonized" parties at Panorama Bar 
since 2001. DJing for more than 20 years, JDB is a story-teller. His versatile, musical roller coaster 
rides are strictly vinyl-based, of timeless quality and designed for gaining "The Emotional 
Maximum". They follow an attitude of serious deepness to lower the floor down to the boiling 
groundwater of euphoria – home of the bass. "Minimalism" means reduction of conformity here. 
Interview with JDB for Fabric London, 03/2013 
JDB on SoundCloud 
 
Yapacc, a skillful musician, plays all sorts of guitars, bass and keyboards, and is known to be a 
brilliant producer and ruler over a myriad of plug-ins. Moreover, he is a developer and product 
designer of fine equipment for the Berlin-based MFB company, manufacturer of small synths, drum 
machines and production tools. A master in amalgamating House vibes, melodramatics and a 
cordial punch of the kick drum on a cutting-edge quality level, Yapacc becomes a stunning 
performer on stage, bursting with energy, who is capable of setting souls aflame on pheromone-
soaked floors. 
Yapacc on FB 
 
 
Narcotic Syntax feat. James Dean Brown bring you the pigallionisation effect: 
 
The pigallionisation energy describes the amount of rhythmic energy required to move the crowd 
from a gaseous state of anticipation to a solid state of amazement. A strong electric field allows 
psycho-active current to flow in an attempt to neutralize any rational thought. Which creates a path 
that short-circuits the crowd and the dancefloor. Pigallionisation means that mass and spirit are 
separated. Consequently, Narcotic Syntax strip bodies of sound down to their seductive rhythm 
frameworks. The importance of this stripping is that the spirit is now free to move much more easily 
than it could before the separation. So this pigallionised state is much more conductive to the 
compliant body than the previous, non-pigallionised state. Mind your hairdo. 
 
Provocative percussion, passion, ritual ecstasy, temptation, psycho-exotic magic, a crypto-bohemian 
approach, a quantum of danger, and other oddities – it's all in here! It will be massive, and 
approaching from the deep. 
 
Welcome to the Narcoweb 
Narcotic Syntax – Reuter Soul live session 
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http://www.fabriclondon.com/blog/view/in-conversation-with-james-dean-brown
http://soundcloud.com/james-dean-brown
http://www.mfberlin.de
http://www.narcoticsyntax.com
http://soundcloud.com/cosmorecords/cosmo-session-025-guest-narcotic-syntax
https://www.facebook.com/yapacc
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